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TAX-SUPPORTED ABORTIONS: THE LEGAL ISSUES

EUGENE J. SCHULTE*

The tradition of the United States Supreme Court in the immediate aftermath of its many so-called "landmark" decisions has manifested itself in two mutually exclusive patterns. Either the landmark decision has indicated the high water mark of a particular legal theory or in the alternative, the decision has proven to be the jumping-off point for its further extension. With respect to the Supreme Court's companion abortion decisions of 1973, the course of further development is not, as yet, completely clear. Nevertheless, some indications are apparent.

While most anti-abortion forces have concentrated on the rather nebulous goal of implementing a constitutional Right-to-Life amendment, other agencies have continued to concentrate on the courts in an attempt to keep the impact of these abortion decisions within the narrowest possible confines. The success of these efforts, to date, has been only slightly encouraging. Publicly owned hospitals have been obligated to provide abortion and sterilization services. Many private hospitals are being pressured into abandoning their anti-abortion positions and have opened their doors to these procedures. Even religiously affiliated hospitals have been subjected to legal attack and are currently engaged in several lawsuits to defend their right to stand for life.

Perhaps the most meaningful legal battle being waged is the one over

---

*A.B. 1965, J.D. 1969, University of Detroit.
2 Doe v. Hale Hosp., 500 F.2d 144 (1st Cir. 1974); Doe v. Poelker, 497 F.2d 1063 (8th Cir. 1974); Word v. Poelker, 495 F.2d 1349 (8th Cir. 1974); Hathaway v. Worcester City Hosp., 475 F.2d 701 (1st Cir. 1973); Doe v. Mundy, 378 F. Supp. 731 (E.D. Wis. 1974).
the question of who is to pay for abortions and sterilizations. During the 1973-1974 fiscal year, an estimated $50,000,000 in federal tax money was used to provide more than 250,000 abortions. Additional funding for these services was provided through state and local welfare programs. The coming of national health insurance can only magnify these figures as coverage is extended beyond today's more limited welfare recipient categories.

The pro-abortion forces have used an array of legal devices within the court system in order to open up more and more channels of "free" access to abortion. Not only must abortion be decriminalized, but, if necessary, every available element within our society must be coerced to contribute to or assist in the provision of these services. The presence of a religious hospital evidencing concern for life is anathema to these people. Doctors and nurses, who have been trained in federally financed facilities, may not be permitted to refuse them. Their own neoreligion of nonlife must be supported by the government as primary. The particular legal arguments

---

*a* Dr. Louis Hellman, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), has estimated that Medicaid spent $40 to $50 million on between 222,000 and 278,000 abortions during the Government's fiscal year 1973. This amount constituted 90% of the cost of such abortions pursuant to the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 1396(a)(5) (Supp. III, 1973), which authorizes such percentage of federal copayment for "family planning services and supplies."

Under new HEW regulations, 39 Fed. Reg. 42,919 (1974), the Department has indicated that it will no longer treat abortion as family planning but as a general medical-surgical service, thus reducing the federal contribution to a 50% level. Various pro-abortion organizations have announced their intent to challenge this change in the courts.

* Several federal courts, both at the district and the appellate levels, have ordered state and local welfare offices to fund abortion services for the various assistance groups. See Wulff v. Singleton, 508 F.2d 1211 (8th Cir. 1975); Doe v. Wohlgemuth, 505 F.2d 186 (2d Cir. 1974); Doe v. Rose, 499 F.2d 112 (10th Cir. 1974); Roe v. Ferguson, ___ F. Supp. __ ___ (S.D. Ohio 1974); Doe v. Ceci, 384 F. Supp. 7 (E.D. Wis. 1974); Doe v. Westby, 383 F. Supp. 1143 (D.S.D. 1974); Roe v. Norton, 380 F. Supp. 726 (D. Conn. 1974).

* All the leading national health insurance bills introduced into the 94th Congress anticipate a "universal" program of coverage for every American citizen and every resident of the United States.


* Bills have been introduced into the state legislatures of Oregon, Florida, and Wisconsin which would have the effect of limiting the licenses of physicians, nurses, and other health personnel who repeatedly fail to respond to requests for abortion services. In Wisconsin, bills were introduced into the 1973 legislature which would have defined "immoral and unprofessional" conduct in the practice of medicine to include "refusing, on grounds of religious belief, morality or ethics, to perform an operation to remove a human embryo or human fetus from any person . . . ." Wis. A. 58 (1973). Violation of this provision would have required the permanent revocation of the medical license.
advanced by these abortion proponents rely on three concepts: due process, equal protection, and statutory claims to abortion.

**Due Process**

An argument, periodically raised, but never fully supported by the courts, has been that individuals may assert a right to implementation of constitutional rights, a right to have rights, so to speak. This basic argument would hold, absent any other conditions, that the federal government can require the states to not only not prohibit abortions, but to affirmatively promote them to the extent of paying for the services on a universal basis. Unfortunately, this argument, while tenuous, need not be fully invoked by the pro-abortionists. All fifty states now participate in the federal-state Medicaid program. Thus, government has already initiated the possibility of a condition which may be utilized to wedge open the door to governmental payment for abortions. A long series of Supreme Court decisions has already cleared the way for this argument: a state may not condition statutory entitlements upon forfeiture of constitutional rights.

Pro-abortionists argue that the Medicaid program pays for medical-surgical procedures which are necessary for the health and physical well-being of eligible participants. If the state was to limit an individual's participation in the program relative to abortion, it would be conditioning the receipt of this statutory benefit upon the forfeiture of the patient's newly established constitutional right to have an abortion. Thus, the "Catch-22" of constitutional law has been invoked.

The one major presupposition of the pro-abortionist in this argument is that the Supreme Court has raised abortion to the level of a positive constitutional right. While there are many things that can be said about the January 22, 1973 decisions, *Roe v. Wade* and *Doe v. Bolton*, the one thing that can never be admitted is that the Court did anything more than decriminalize a theretofore forbidden act and set up limitations beyond which the state could not interfere. There is neither a reference nor even a suggestion that the state would now be obligated to embark on a positive program to implement abortion.

---

3. *In Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969), the Supreme Court invalidated state residency requirements as a pre-condition for the receipt of welfare benefits. Procedural requirements could not be used to unconstitutionally burden the poor from moving interstate.*
4. *410 U.S. 113 (1973).*
5. *Id. at 179.*
6. *The "right to privacy," which the Supreme Court has now said includes the right of a pregnant woman to choose abortion in consultation with her physician had been enunciated*
One possible door is left open to the individual states in this respect. The question of abortion-on-demand versus abortion-for-medical-necessity may be legitimately raised. Most state Medicaid regulations provide that payment will be made only for "medically necessary" procedures, and nearly all private commercial health insurers and Blue Cross/Blue Shield have a similar restriction. Thus, such items as noncongenital cosmetic surgery, experimental surgery, breast augmentations, etc., are not reimbursable under these payment programs. In *Klein v. Nassau County Medical Center*, a federal district court invalidated a New York State Medicaid requirement which limited reimbursement to "medically necessary" procedures. On appeal to the Supreme Court, the case was remanded in a per curiam decision for reconsideration by the lower court. Apparently, all that the state could demand would be a "bare assertion" by the treating physician that the procedure was medically necessary: small comfort to those as yet unborn children, but, nevertheless, not an entirely "green light" to pro-abortionists.

**EQUAL PROTECTION**

A much more formidable and, so far, effective pro-abortion argument has been the contention that the exclusion of abortion and sterilization benefits from Medicaid results in the creation of two classes of welfare recipients: those seeking abortions or sterilizations and those seeking other medical-surgical procedures of similar complexity, including, most importantly, the obstetrical delivery itself. Assuming the state has some sort of positive obligation to assist in obtaining abortions, this equal protection argument may require that the state treat both categories the same. If benefits are to be denied, the state must first show a compelling state interest superceding the right of the patient. As a practical matter, such an interest would be almost impossible to construct and would immediately subject the state to the *Roe v. Wade* holding of non-state interference.

---


18 In Doe v. Wohlgemuth, 376 F. Supp. 173 (W.D. Pa. 1974), vacated, 505 F.2d 186 (2d Cir. 1974), a special three-judge federal panel had held that once a state had chosen to pay for medical services rendered in connection with the pregnancies of some indigent women, *i.e.*, the actual obstetrical delivery, it could not thereafter refuse to pay for voluntary nontherapeutic abortions in connection with the pregnancies of other indigent women.

19 [T]he attending physician, in consultation with his patient, is free to determine, without regulation by the State, that, in his medical judgment, the patient's pregnancy
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In addition to the argument that exclusion of abortion from Medicaid results in the creation of two classes of welfare recipients, a less effective argument raised by the pro-abortion forces has been that the state’s refusal to pay for abortions results in an unconstitutional distinction between those able to afford private abortions and those too poor to pay the cost of such services. The Supreme Court’s acceptance of this argument, especially as it is presently constituted, would set a dangerous precedent for areas other than abortion. Nevertheless, pro-abortion forces will make every use they can of some of the extrinsic logic contained in the premise. Emotional factors alone can sway a court which is otherwise undecided. The trial court judge in the Klein case used some of this “discrimination against the poor” theory in his decision.

The advent of national health insurance will have a tremendous impact on this argument. Once the affirmative obligation of the state to provide health care has been firmly established, any limitation imposed by the state on any type or category of health care will become constitutionally suspect. Even in a system which pays lip service to the voluntary and private nature of health care delivery, the due process and equal protection arguments gain added weight as government intervention and involvement increase.

should be terminated. If that decision is reached, the judgment may be effectuated by an abortion free of interference by the State.


Other cases discussing the question of “ability to pay” for constitutionally guaranteed protections and requiring the state to provide such services to the indigent in the criminal law area include: Anders v. California, 386 U.S. 738 (1967) (counsel on appeal); Draper v. Washington, 372 U.S. 487 (1963) (transcripts); Lane v. Brown, 372 U.S. 477 (1963) (transcripts for counsel on appeal); Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963) (counsel on appeal); Burns v. Ohio, 360 U.S. 252 (1959) (court filing fees); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956) (transcripts and filing fees).

The Supreme Court has been very reluctant to abolish other financial barriers to the poor. In Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371 (1971), the Court held that divorce court fees must be waived for properly certified indigents. Subsequent cases have severely limited any further extensions into other areas. See, e.g., United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434 (1973) (denied in forma pauperis access to the bankruptcy courts); Ortwein v. Schwab, 410 U.S. 656 (1973) (denied waiver of appellate court costs for civil appeal).

In both Kras and Schwab the Court spoke of the denial, due to poverty, of fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution. Such lines are artificial and once crossed, become almost limitless. If the state becomes obligated to provide all basic services to the poor, the definition of “basic” will be subject to great variations based upon our society’s goals and norms. Such fluctuations are not generally considered a proper subject for the courts, but are better dealt with by the legislature.

An essential ingredient of the court’s determination that the state’s refusal to fund voluntary abortions amounted to a denial of equal protection was the finding that such a refusal discriminated between poor and nonpoor women. Klein v. Nassau County Medical Center, 347 F. Supp. 496, 500-01 (E.D.N.Y. 1972), vacated, 412 U.S. 925 (1973).

One trial court judge recently summed up the general popular attitude toward institutional health care delivery in the following terms: “It is my conclusion that private hospitals are
STATUTORY CLAIMS TO ABORTION

Presently, pro-abortion forces have an array of federal and state legislation in the health care field which they use to support their claims to government-financed abortions. The aforementioned Medicaid program is replete with provisions and enforcement regulations which, it can be argued, demonstrate the obligation of the government to provide free abortion and sterilization services. Despite the fact that the states are given a tremendous amount of individual leeway in establishing and implementing their Medicaid programs, certain "basics" are required in order to assure federal participation. One area in particular, family planning services, has been singled out for emphasis.

Family planning services were originally considered an optional benefit to be provided under Medicaid at an individual state's discretion. With the enactment of the comprehensive 1972 Medicaid and Social Security amendments, these services became a mandatory part of Medicaid. To the pro-abortionist, there is no question that family planning services include abortion. The fact that a congressional proscription against abortion was included in the amendments to Title VIII of the Public Health Services Act hardly deters them. They simply point out the recent failure of an anti-abortion amendment to the pending Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) appropriations bill.
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This failure to sustain a limitation on abortion evidences one of the principal hazards facing the Right-to-Life adherents. Now, instead of having a piece of legislation completely neutral on the subject, there is a bill which has a strong legislative history of rejecting the anti-abortion position. Failure to enact a legislative program is regularly construed by courts as evidence of legislative intent. This may occur even if such a result was not originally intended.

An effort is now being mounted by the anti-abortion forces to exclude elective abortions from the list of services covered under any future national health insurance program. If not in the legislation itself, then in the subsequent battles which will provide the final determination, pro-abortion forces have an unwilling but very cooperative ally in fending off such an exclusion. Church-related social action agencies in their enthusiasm for a strong and comprehensive universal national health program are playing right into the hands of those wishing to extend abortion. Given the current trends in constitutional law, the wider scope of benefits and the more “federal” the program becomes, the more difficult it will be to limit the coverage. Not only will the battle for life be lost in this forum, but the continued independence of Church-related hospitals and other health care facilities will be seriously endangered.

CONCLUSION

Despite the efforts of anti-abortion forces to adopt a national constitutional amendment, the major arena in which the future of the abortion issue will be decided is still the courts. Whether or not the Wade and Bolton decisions will be expanded or limited is subject to judicial mandate. Early indications are that the pro-abortionists have gained an advantage in expanding federally financed abortion services. Anti-abortion forces are handicapped by the loss of many potential allies who, in their zeal for admirable social goals, have created constitutional and legal roadblocks to limiting abortion. The loss of any private impact on health care delivery is concurrent with the expansion of abortion and the federal guarantee of health care including, as a necessary consequence, abortion services.